Belmore Community Centre -91122 Belmore Line
Belmore Arena Board

Board meeting August 17
In attendance: Jeremy Underwood, Warren Weber, Ian Inglis, Roger
Robertson, Kim Harris, K. Klein, Preston Eadie, Sharon Hofman, Eldon
Bowman, Susan Armstrong.
Jeremy called the meeting to order and minutes were read from both
the July Meeting and the Emergency Meeting and approved by Ian
Inglis, second by Roger, motion carried.
Kim reports no problems occurred with the rental to River’s Edge
training session, and a key had been turned in by Mitch Inglis for their
use.. Group agrees to continue rentals with this company. Any other
renters would have to meet the same criteria and each one will be
considered on an individual basis.
Jeremy informed the group that Belmore is one of the sites being
considered as a Hot Spot. With the proposal of more education on line
due to Covid 19, there will need to be sites accessible and available to
students . There will have to be a conduit made from warm room to
arena for our part, the men in attendance believe this is doable.. Funds
are promised to the successful candidates of the hot spots
approximately 10,000$.
Roger Robertson will have a new Financial report in near future.
Brenda has requested that he include potential revenue the Centre has
lost in usual fundraisers and rentals in his report. Kim will make

information re bookings turned down and cancelled to Roger. Eldon
reports there may be Government funds available for lost revenue..
Sharon Hofman reports that there will be a skating committee meeting
later this evening.
It is hopeful Belmore will have ice in skating arena. Monitoring what
Mildmay and Teeswater do this year.. Ice usually made in November.
If this goes forward, each rental will be considered on individually.
Kevin Klein reports that there are no real changes to report from the
Chamber of Commerce. Some thought has been given to an outdoor
Christmas celebrations. Reminds us that there is a potential that the
Province will move to Phase 4 of Covid -19 at some point.
Warren to find someone to service water heater.
Preston Eadie reports from Parks division that “Use at own Risk” signs
will be up as soon as they arrive. Gypsy moth problem is solved.
Jeremy moved to adjourn meeting at 9pm, Kim seconded it, carried.

____________________
Jamie Dickson/ Jeremy Underwood, Chairperson

----------------------------------Susan Armstrong Board Secretary
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